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Polly-Anne Hill and Bronte Leak supervising Peter Hill and Alvin Whittle at the
Waitpinga working bee.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Regrettably, the Government has not seen fit to provide funding to enable the
continued employment of Ian Jays as Project Officer for the friends. It is difficult to
understand the reasoning behind the decision, taking into account the amount of money
our volunteer effort saves the Government. Cutting off one' s nose to spite one ' s face
seems to best describe the action.
Up until now, our protests to the Department and the Minister have fallen on
deaf ears, so it seems that we may have to somehow live with the decision. I believe it
cannot help but have a serious detrimental effect on our volunteer effort, especially in
the long tenn .
The absence of a current fonnal contract with the Department throws into some
doubt the blanket Government insurance coverage of members working on the Trail. It
is therefore imperative that members working on the trail advise the Department on
each occasion. This will ensure that they are covered by Government insurance. We
are currently endeavouring to negotiate future operating procedures with the
Department.
Ian Jays is understandably uncertain about how much assistance he will be able
to give us in the future, and is soon departing for a short visit to his homeland.
We need a person or persons willing to take on the important role of
maintaining the register of volunteer workers, assisting the section leaders in
organising working bees, and training volunteers. Ifyou feel you may be able to assist
or want further information leave a message at the office, or phone me on 261 67-16.
On behalf of all, thanks Ian, for a job well done.

Arthur Smith
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President

MAINTENANCE VOLUNTEER SECTION LEADERS

Mt. Lofty Walking Trails
Barossa Section 2 & 3

Steven Harkness
H 384 3530
Peter Hill
H 085 565213
Thelma Anderson
H 278 4420
Paul Carruthers
H 336 1889
Bob Verrall & Jim Pearce
H 382 8577 H 276 5190
w 372 5170 w 372 5169
Stephen Boyle
H 391 1696
Jamie Shephard & Nev Southgate
H 331 8107
H 364 2191
w 373 1422
Liz O' Shea (WEA Ramblers)
H 352 1636
Shirley Tavender I Arthur Smith
H 337 3692
H 261 6746
DougLeane
H 43 3388
Joyce Heinjus
H 085 252054 w 085 622022
Fax 085 252271
Michael Tilley
H 396 4363
Hugh Greenhill - Burra Branch
H 088 438115
Ray Griffith
Mobile 015 973 955
Ray Griffith (Inspection only)
Vacant
Vacant
Shayne Reschke - Leigh Creek Branch
H 086 752885 w 086 754332
Michael Southren
H 263 0791 Mobile 019 678205

Project Officer

Vacant

1.

Cape Jervis to Boat Harbour Creek

2.

Boat Harbour Creek to Back Valley Road

3. Back Valley Road to Moon Hill
4. Moon Hill to Hindmarsh Tiers Road
5. Hindmarsh Tiers Rd to Black Fellows Creek
Rd
6. Black Fellows Creek Rd to Glen Bold
7. Glen Bold to Piccadilly

8. Piccadilly to Norton Summit
9. Norton Summit to Cudlee Creek
10. Cudlee Creek to Bethany
11. Bethany to Peters Hill

12. Peters Hill to Logans Gap

13. Logans Gap to Spalding
14. Spalding to Hughs Gap
15
16.
17.
18.

Hughs Gap to Mt. Brown
Mt. Brown to Hawker
Hawker to Wil~na
Wilpena to Parachilna
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MEMBERSHIP
I would like to take this opportunity to thank those members who returned their
subscription and membership enquiry form so promptly. For those who have not sent
in their subscription, your time is running out.
For those members who have not returned their subscriptions by 1st March 1996 it will
be assumed that you do not wish to renew your membership and this will result in you
not receiving any further copies of the Trailwalker magazine, and your name being
deleted from our records.
If your membership card and receipt have taken a while to get to you I would like to
apologise. January and February are the busiest months for me and I am unable to get
to some memberships for two to three weeks. All I ask is that you remain patient and if
you have sent in your subscription your membership cards will reach you soon.
Richard Schmitz
Membership Officer

MEMBERSHIP FORM

The Membership Secretary
Friends ofHeysen Trail and Other Walking Trails Inc.

10 Pitt Street, Adelaide SA 5000

Phone 2126299

Please (renew my membership/enrol me as a member) delete one

I enclose $_ _ _ for _ _ years (max. 3 years)
Membership fees are $15 (single), $24 (Family)

N~-----------------------------------ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

POST CODE________
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TRAIL MAINTENANCE FUNDING CRISIS

The Heysen Trail is a wonderful recreational facility which was completed many years
ahead of schedule largely through the voluntary efforts of the Friends of the Heysen
Trail.
Since completion, the Friends have made a significant contribution to the maintenance
and improvement of the trail, and the challenge to both the Government and Friends is
to continue to effectively maintain the Heysen Trail and other walking trails.
There is a growing sense of frustration and disappointment amongst Council members
over the Department's decision to terminate funding for Mr. Ian Jay' s position as
Project Officer. As many Friends are aware, Ian' s job involved training and coordinating the activities of trail maintenance volunteers.
The Council has been
delighted with the effectiveness of Ian' s performance in the role and sees the continued
funding of the role as vital to the effectiveness of the volunteer maintenance
programme.
In any volunteer program there is a constant attrition of vohmteers so there is a
continuing need for new volunteers to be recruited, trained and coordinated. Only a
paid Project Officer can provide the continuity necessary to carry out this work.
Up to this point, the policy of providing support for the volunteer maintenance
programme through the Office of Recreation and Sport has worked well and in a very
cost effective manner. No reason has been given by the Office as to why the policy
has been scrapped. There is now a very real concern amongst the Council that it may
be the Department's intention to wash its hands entirely of any responsibility for trail
maintenance, thereby putting in jeopardy the future of the Trail.
On 1I th January 1996 our President, Arthur Smith wrote a letter to the Hon. G. Ingerson
:MP, the minister responsible for the Department of Recreation and Sport, expressing
our concern over the termination of funding for the role of Project Officer and asking
for a review of the decision. No reply, other than an acknowledgment, had been
received to the letter as of our last Council meeting on 24th January.
As a last resort, the Council feels compelled to ask all Friends to write letters to either
or both their local state member and the Hon. G. Ingerson MP, Minister for Recreation,
Sport and Racing.
We have reluctantly taken the decision to act politically because we feel the future of
the Trail is in jeopardy. What follows are two examples of letters you may choose to
write, the first to your local member and the second to the Hon. Mr. G. Ingerson,
Minister for Recreation, Sport and Racing.

Gilbert Baker
Council Member
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Example of a letter to a local Minister. (Feel free to photocopy)

To
The Honourable
Parliament House,
North Terrace,
5000
ADELAIDE

MP,

Dear
As one of your local constituents and a member of Friends of the Heysen Trail, I
am most concerned about a recent decision taken in relation to the maintenance of the
Heysen Trail.
As you are probably aware, this bushwalking trail was recently completed and
runs from Cape Jervis in the south to Parachilna in the Flinders Ranges. It has been
largely built and maintained by volunteers from Friends of the Heysen Trail with some
support from the government. It is a wonderful recreation and tourist facility.
Recently the Office for Recreation and sport stopped funding for a part-time
Project Officer who was responsible for training and co-ordination volunteers for the
Trail maintenance programme. This is a very serious set-back which puts the future of
the Heysen Trail in jeopardy.
Could you approach the minister responsible for the Department of Recreation
and Sport, Mr. G. Ingerson and ask him to renew the Government' s commitment to the
volunteer maintenance programme for the Heysen T~il and to restore the funding for
the Project Officer responsible for it.
Yours sincerely,
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Example of a letter to the Minister (feel free to photocopy)

To
The Honourable Mr. G. Ingerson MP,
Minister for Recreation, Sport and Racing,
Parliament House,
North Terrace,
5000
ADELAIDE

Dear Sir,
As a member of Friends of the Heysen Trail I am most concerned about a recent
decision taken in relation to the maintenance of the Heysen Trail.
Recently the Department of Recreation and Sport stopped funding for a parttime (two days per week) Project Officer who was responsible for training and coordinating volunteers for the Trail maintenance programme.
As you are probably
aware, in any volunteer program there is constant attrition and therefore a continuing
need for new volunteers to be trained and coordinated. Only a paid Project Officer can
provide the continuity necessary to carry out this work. Thus the role of Project Officer
is vital to the continuation of the volunteer maintenance programme of the Trail.
I would like to ask you to reverse your Department's decision to terminate
funding for the Project Officer and to renew your Government' s commitment to the
volunteer maintenance program for the Heysen Trail.
Yours sincerely,

7
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WALKING REPORT
Welcome to a new walking year with the Friends.
Our committee have planned a busy programme for 1996 with walks in some different
areas as well as a few of the old faithfuls. A walk leaders meeting has already been
held and we intend to hold more during 1996. We feel this will be of value to leaders
and any problems can be discussed around the table and sorted out prior to the walks.
Introductory walks, Friends longer walks and weekend walks as well as some special
walks will be included in our 1996 year.
Our Introductory walks are approximately 3 to 4 hours duration with a break for lunch
and morning tea.
Whilst these walks are considered ideal for persons beginning
bushwalking it is expected participants will be reasonably fit and have had some form
of exercise or low key walking experience as this is a preparation for bushwalking not
suburban rambling. Yes there will be hills. Appropriate clothing, water and personal
items are necessary.
As mentioned in the previous edition of Trailwalker the first weekend away is to be
held on the Adelaide Cup weekend 18th to 20th May at Oraparinna Station in the
Flinders Ranges. A recce will be carried out shortly for this walk. Bookings are
starting to come in and it is advisable to book early.
In July we will be walking a little closer to Adelaide in the Deep Creek, Normanville
area. A booking has been made for the weekend of 20th to 21st July at "Dzintari" the
Latvian Educational, Cultural & Recreational Centre at Normanville.
If you are
interested in taking part in this weekend, bookings will also be taken at the Friends
office.
Another Introductory backpacking weekend has been planned as well as one for more
experienced backpackers in the Mambray Creek area. These will be led by Mick
Thomas and we will keep you posted furt~er on these as dates are still to be finalised.
Ric Trutwin will commence children' s walks this year.
ring Ric at the Friends Office on Fridays.

If you are interested please

Due to the many requests we have included the Hahndorf Early Settlers walk in our
program once more. June 30th is the date set for this one. If you have never walked
from Hahndorf to Adelaide commemorating the German Pioneer Women Settlers of last
century I can assure you it is a worthwhile experience.
Our Summer Walks Programme has been very well received. The response has been
overwhelming and it is heartening to see there is a huge demand for walks during the
summer months whilst the Trail is closed.
I would like to inform members of our procedure regarding walks which are planned
during the hot weather. If the temperature is 30 degrees or more Heysen Friends do not
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walk. Check the morning paper the day of the walk to verify the days temperature
reading. This may not apply to our summer programme if the walk is in the evening
when the temperature has dropped.
Looking forward to a happy walking year in I 996.

Sadie Leupold

SUMMER WALKS PROGRAMME
'Onkaparina Odyssey'
February 25th - Sunday
Leader Jon Selby
Late afternoon walk in the On.kaparinga Estuary area followed by dinner at the Port
Noarlunga Hotel.

'A Rich Harvest"
March 24th - Sunday
Leader Ric Trutwin
Morning walk in the parklands of Adelaide stopping at places of interest. Lunch at
Sumptuous Food and Catering, O'Connell Street, North Adelaide.

OPENING OF THE 1996 WALKING SEASON
March 3 I st - Sunday
Sundews - Onkaparinga National Park
Leader Colin Edwards
Morning walk followed by a ·communal lunch at Sundews
Many of the walking clubs will be represented on this day. Here is your chance to start
the season in a friendly social manner.
If you intend to walk please ring the Office, Friends of the Heysen & Other Walking
Trails on 2I2 6299 and register.

1996WALKING PROGRAMME
INTRODUCTORY WALKS
April 14th- Sunday
Torrens Linear Park
Leader Neville Southgate
First beginners walk of the season. This is a good way to get started.

May 12th - Sunday

June 9th - Sunday

' Valleys and Views, Blackwood
Leader Pesa Lenga

Belair National Park
Leader Bradley Howell

9
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FRIENDS WALKS
April 28th - Sunday
Black Hill Conservation Park
Leader Arthur Smith.

Deep Creek Conservation Park
Leader Stephen Boyle

May 26th - Sunday
Mount Misery
Leader Jon Selby

TunkHead
Leader Peter Hill

Kyeema
Leader George Driscoll

June 23rd - Sunday
North of the City
Leader Mark Darter

June 30th - Sunday
HahndorfEarly Settlers Walk
Leaders Jamie Shephard and Sadie Leupold

***********

AUTUMN AT ORAPARINNA

18TH TO 20TH MAY 1996

ACCOMMODATION IN Tiffi BUNKHOUSE AT ORAPARINNA STATION
FLINDERS RANGES

The Walking Committee of The Friends of the Heysen and Other Walking Trails will be
conducting walks in this area during the Adelaide Cup weekend in May 1996. Colin
Edwards will be our leader. Bookings will be confirmed with a deposit payable to the
Friends Office, 10 Pitt Street Adelaide.
For more information phone (08) 212 6299.

10
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COME AND JOIN US
TO CELEBRATE
THE FRIENDS OF THE HEYSEN TRAIL'S
lOTH BIRTHDAY

ON
SUNDAY, JUNE 30TH

JOIN

JAMIE SHEPHARD AND SADIE LEUPOLD
ON THE POPULAR

HAHNDORF EARLY SETTLERS WALK
FROM HAHNDORF TO BURNSIDE

FOR BOOKINGS
CONTACT Tiffi FRIENDS OffiCE
ON 2126299

11
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11 METRE BRIDGE IN WARREN PARK ON HEYSEN TRAIL
In 1987 it was decided to construct a bridge over a small creek in the Warren
Conservation Park, 2 'h km north of Watts Gully Road. Because the creek carries quite
a depth of water in Winter and Spring, and with continued foot traffic, the banks of the
creek were eroding badly. The following year the site was inspected by Martin Foster
of the Department of Recreation, Fred Brooks and myself, and the type of bridge was
decided upon.

In 1994 the layout of the bridge on site was prepared and those involved were Fred
Brooks, John Wilson, Bryn Lewis, Joe Smet and Doug Leane. The plans were drawn
up by Joe Smet and sent to National Parks and the Department of Recreation for them
to OK. Several alterations were made by them and work proceeded late that year by
the team named above to prefabricate the bridge at the Kidman Park workshops.
The task of getting the bridge to the creek site presented some difficulty, so it was taken
apart and stored at the National Park Headquarters, Para Wirra until May 1995. It was
then that a works party from Kidman Park workshop carried it in to the site.
At this stage Fred Brooks' health broke down and he was ordered by his specialist to
stop work. I was then asked to take over construction on site of the bridge.
On a very wet day, May 15th 1995, four volunteers took in tools and hardware, and the
following week construction started. We were then joined by Ray Merrick and Dean
Killmier from Four Seasons Walking Club. Eight works parties later, the bridge was
complete, all but the concrete of the 12 legs. The task of getting the concrete to site
amounted to 49 man hours and 120 km walked. The construction was completed on
June 29th 1995, and opened to foot traffic.
DougLeane
Volunteer
i
\
'I

Warren Bridge July 1995- Concrete being taken to bridge site
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TRAa REPORTS
W AITPINGA BEACH

The Heysen Trail at Waitpinga Beach has been re-routed. A sand-ladder has
been installed over the sand dunes between the camping ground and the car park, the
Trail going from the car park over the dunes to the camping ground.
This was a joint project involving Recreation SA and National Parks and
Wildlife. National Parks were ably assisted by members of Australian Volunteers for
Conservation.
From the Friends Peter and Polly-Anne Hill, Kath and Alvin Whittle, Nev
Southgate and Arthur Smith helped Adam Best and Bronte Leak from Recreation SA
with construction of the ladder on site, and Paul Carruthers, Alvin Whittle and Arthur
Smith helped Adam and Bronte cut and drill the timber in the workshop.
Unfortunately, due to the very short notice given by the Department, the Friends ability
to make a larger contribution to the project was limited.
The purpose of the ladder is to minimise damage to the environment by walkers,
so please stay on the sand-ladder and trail as marked.

BRIDGEWATER
A spur trail has been marked from where the Heysen Trail goes through the
Lions Park at Bridgewater to the Heysen Gallery at Hahndorf, via Waters Road.
Those involved were Thelma Anderson, Peter Hill, Nev Southgate, Jim Pearce,
Colin Biggs, Barbara Rundle, Paul Carruthers and Jamie Shephard.

Arthur Smith

Volunteers from Australians for Conservation on the new sand-ladder at Waitpinga
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THE GREAT SOUTH-WEST WALK
A small group of us recently completed the Great South-West Walk in south-western
Victoria.
This is an excellent summer season alternative as it is open all year round and the
temperatures down there are much milder than the high summer heat in SA
The trail begins at Portland and heads west for Nelson where it completes a circuit by
turning eastwards again along the beach front back to Portland. Sounds like a day out
on paper but it is actually some 250 kilometres in length, and can be completed
comfortably in three or four weeks, which makes it an excellent summer holiday
challenge for many people.
It is far from arduous, much of the walking being over gently undulating terrain with an
obvious wide track to follow in most places. A good family trail, or for people being
introduced to bushwalking.
Heading out on the inland stretch from Portland, the way at first traverses around
Portland Bay with great views of the harbour etc., then switches inland across farmland
to the forest regions west of Heywood. (The direction of the trail has been changed out
of Portland, so make sure you have an up-to-date map).
Once entering the forested section, I would have to say that, unless you' re a fanatical
botanist or something, it does tend to become a little bit monotonous as you walk for
miles and miles through the flat, viewless landscape until in the end we were rejoicing
at arriving at a simple feature like a road!
Once you reach the banks ·of the Glenelg River, the way is more stimulating, with
beautiful river views along ifs length. At one point the trail actually crosses into South
Australia for about one kilometre before veering back across the border again and into
the town ofNelson, on the river's estuary.
From here the track heads back eastward along the beach of the Discovery Bay National
Park, and can be a hard plod on the sand, which can be soft in places. At Swan Lake
there is an alternative detour inland for a stretch via Mt. Richmond. Take it. It is a
worthwhile sidetrack into an interesting and lovely area, and all you've missed is more
sand!
The rest of the trail follows the coastline mainly on the clifftops, giving not only
splendid views but also passing many features such as blowholes, natural springs and a
petrified forest. We also spotted quite a few seals and porpoises quite close in to shore.
Soon the trail passes through the vast Portland Smelter (tours available) at Point
Danger, before finally reaching Portland and fmishing, appropriately, back at the tourist
bureau.
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If you are backpacking then the facilities are excellent, with around fifteen or more
bush camps provided at regular intervals along the way. It can also be done in day
walks, (as we did) from a central base, the best being either at Portland or Nelson, or do
half the trail from each. Car access is good except that some of the forest sections are
dirt road and would require care in the wet.
If you' ve only got a short time at your disposal, then try the Mt. Richmond, Glenelg
River or Nelson Bay sections for the best of scenery.
Overall though, a nice summer track over fairly easy terrain and with usually cool
temperatures.
Maps are obtainable from the tourist office at Portland or write to Dept. Of
Conservation, Forest & Lands, PO Box 471 , Portland, Victoria, 3305 and ask for the
' Walk on the Wild Side' booklet.

Ron and Glennys Warren

AUSTRALIA DAY WALK
Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor.... .it seemed all were represented among the group of more
than sixty walkers who assembled at Waterfall Gully Kiosk on 26th January in almost
perfect walking weather. It set me wondering about the seemingly universal appeal of
walking.
For some the scenery seemed the main attraction. The resplendent ferns beyond
Chinaman' s Hut certainly made the earlier climb worthwhile and the downward track
through the scrub, following the original Heysen Trail, itself attractive, provided some
spectacular views over the city.
Others relished the chance to spot flora and fauna. It was interesting to have plants
identified. I just wish the names would stick in my memory for longer than ten
minutes! Although with such a large group the kangaroos and koalas and occasional
echidna that inhabit the area kept out of sight, we were entertained by the antics of the
vociferous yellow-tailed black cockatoos as they settled for the night.
Then there was the ' heads down bottoms up' brigade· who seem to walk primarily for
the challenge
Or maybe they do it for a workout.
There they were at the top
watching as we lesser mortals fmally made it. A challenge of a different kind for the
new walkers, pleased to have made it at all, let alone in race-track time. I hope the last
steep section has not deterred anyone from future walks. There are not many Adelaide
Hills tracks steeper than that final little haul.
Obviously the socialising appeals to a lot of people. Everyone started with their own
little group but as the walk progressed, pace of walking seemed to dictate who walked
alongside, offering a chance to chat to new people.

15
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Perhaps it is a mixture of all these things. Whatever the reason everyone seemed to
have enjoyed themselves so thanks must go to the Bogong Boys, Colin Edwards up
front, Arthur Smith keeping an eye on the mid-field and Bradley Howell and Michael
Fretwell cracking the whip at the rear. A special thanks to Sadie Leopuld and Ric
Trutwin who went ahead to do a little track clearing.
Having had our exercise we all felt justified in partaking of an excellent value meal
prepared for us at the Waterfall Gully Restaurant by David and Marilyn Partington. As
you can see from the menu there was a good range and it was all top quality and plenty
of it! What' s more David didn' t overcharge for drinks. Our thanks to you both for a
perfect finish to our day.

Kath Whittle

Menu
Soup - Self ~-e

Pumpkin
Minestrone
~fain COUI'S(':-

Self Sen.'e from the Bain Marie
Tandoori Eggs
Rich Beef Cum·.
Green Thai Chicken ~Cum
Cr.i6py Potato Wedge& in Sour
Garlic Honey C.hicken Wings
Jumin Coriander Rice
Spanakopita

0e.am

Self Sen:e from the Table
Leg Ham
~fixed Green

Salad

Potato Salad
Marinaded ~lusbroorns & .Artichoke: Hearts
Anti Pasta Pickled V~bks
Swee~

- Self Serve
Hot Apricot Pie

Orange Passionfrui.t Curd Cake

Tea and Coffee
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
NOTICE OF MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Friends of the Heysen Trail and Other Walking
Trails Inc will be held at 7.30pm on Friday, 22 March 1996 at Enterprise House, 136
Greenhill Road, Unley. Carparking will be available under the building; enter from
Greenhill Road.
The agenda for this meeting is published elsewhere in this edition of Trailwalker.
Nominations are sought from YOU, our members, for election to the Friends' Council
at the Annual General Meeting. Council comprises the President, two Vice Presidents,
Secretary, Treasurer, and not less than eight and not more than fourteen members.
Council meetings are held on the fourth Wednesday of each month at 6.00pm until
approximately 8.00pm. In addition to Council, there is an opportunity for members to
contribute to one of the various Committees: Walking, Trails, Greening and Publicity.
To nominate, please complete and detach the form below and send it to:
The Secretary, Friends ofthe Heysen Trail,
10 Pitt Street, Adeladie SA 5000

NOMINATION FORM
I.. .. .......... ... ...... .. ...................... .. wish to nominate for the position of. .. .... .. .... .... .. .. .... .......
(Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer or Council Member)

(Proposer)

(Signature ofNominee)

(Seconder)

(Name -Please Print)
NOMINATIONS CLOSE AT 5.00PM ON FRIDAY 15 MARCH 1996, AT TilE
FRIENDS OFFICE

17
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
FRIDAY 22 MARCH 1996 AT 7.30PM
AT ENTERPRISE HOUSE, 136 GREENBILL ROAD, UNLEY
AGENDA
1

Apologies.

2

Acceptance of the Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on 24
March 1995.

3

President's Report.

4

Financial Report.

5

Election of Officers
5.1
Vice President (1 required)
5.2
Treasurer
5.3
Secretary
5.4
Council members minimum of 5, maximum of 11 required)

6

Appointment of members for the Walking, Trails, Greening and Publicity
Committees.

7

Appointment of Auditor.

8

Notice of Motion
8.1
Amendment to the Constitution. (See elsewhere in this edition
of Trai/walker for details).

9

Other Business.

10

Close ofMeeting.

NB

Copies of the Constitution are available for perusal at the Office, I 0 Pitt Street,
Adelaide.
GUEST SPEAKER

We are delighted to advise that at the conclusion of business, Dr. Barbara Hardy, AO,
will speak to us on 'Putting a Value on Natural Resources'. Dr. Hardy is a committed
and active participant in environmental protection and among her many involvements
she is President of the National Parks Foundation of South Australia Inc. On Australia
Day this year, Dr. Hardy was named South Australian Citizen of the Year for her
environmental dedication.
Tea and coffee will be served following this address. Please bring a plate of light
supper.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
FRIDAY, 22 MARCH 1996
NOTICE OF MOTION
The following Notice of Motion, endorsed by Council, will be put to members at the
Ninth Annual General Meeting. A brief explanation of the reason for putting it forward
is included below:
1.

VOTING RIGHTS

"That Section 16(1) of the Constitution be amended by the inclusion of the
word 'financial' between the words 'each' and 'member' so that the section will
read'Subject to tbe provisions of this Constitution, each financial member
present at a meeting in person or by proxy shall be entitled to one vote.'"
Comment: This amendment is proposed in order to clarify that a member must be
currently financial in order to cast a vote.
For Members' information the Constitution states that
" 13(7) Notice of any motion proposed to be moved at a General Meeting by any
member not being a member of the Council shall be signed by the proposer and
seconder and shall be delivered to the Secretary at least seven days before the meeting.
No motion moved by any member other than a member of Council shall be entertained
by the meeting unless notice thereof has been given as aforesaid."

***********
WANTED DESPERATELY
2 -3 DAYS HELP A YEAR
We are still seeking help with editing the newsletter for the times I am away, usually
only once or twice a year.
The typing is ably taken care of by Cath Cox. Doug Paice scans in the photos, adds
mastheads, prints and collates the newsletter ready for a regular team of volunteers who
prepare the finished Trailwalker for mailing.
In between, having received a disc from Cath, I do a bit of jiggling around on MS Word
6.0 to get the total pages to a multiple of four and (hopefully) a reasonable looking
document. I then pass the disc on to Doug. Most of the year I am happy to do it, but
occasionally I ' go bush' and need someone to take over while I am away.

Ring me on 344 8783 if you can help or need more information.
Kath Whittle
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COUNCIL MEETING NOTE

The Council was pleased to have the attendance of Hugh Greening at the January
meeting. He reported that all was going well at Burra.

Burra Branch members, L to R. Jean Springbett, Kate Greenhill, Maureen Caudle,
Leanne Trio, Pam Shipard, Hugh Greenhill, Jenny Abbott, David Wilson, Pauline
McPharlin, Peggy Somers, Peter James.
Photo by Lyn Burow

Marschalls Hut
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